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Mounds where Baekje kings
were laid to rest

The Royal Tombs of Baekje in Seoul as a World Heritage Site

2,000 years ago (18 BCE), the first capital of Baekje, 

known as ‘Hanseong (Wiryeseong), was established in 

the area of present-day Songpa-gu, Seoul.

There were nearly 300 known tombs west of 

Hanseong, the capital city of Baekje. The Ancient 

Tombs in Seokchon-dong consist of large-scale 

tombs (both stone mound tombs and earthen 

mound tombs), believed to have been Baekje royal 

tombs, and smaller pit burials.  

Serving as the cemetery for the Baekje royal family, 

the Ancient Tombs in Seokchon-dong became a 

designated Historic Site (No. 243) in 1975 after an 

excavation survey established its great historical 

value.

What is a UNESCO World Heritage site?

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO), an international cooperation 
agency, identifies locations with cultural and natural 
properties of “outstanding universal value” and 
designates them as World Heritage sites to protect 
them.
The Republic of Korea has 14 sites, including Seokguram 
Grotto, Bulguksa Temple, Changdeokgung Palace, 
Gyeongju Historic Areas, Namhansanseong Fortress and 
Baekje Historic Areas, as registered World Heritage sites.
The Baekje Historic Areas, which was designated a 
UNESCO World Heritage site in 2015, comprises only 8 
historic sites distributed around Gongju (Ungjin), Buyeo 
(Sabi) and Iksan (Geumma), where the capitals of Baekje 
were located from 475 to 660.
The Baekje historical remains located in Seoul are as 
valuable as those of Gongju and Buyeo in providing 
valuable information on the lives and deaths of the 
Baekje people.
We cordially invite and welcome visitors to get to know 
about Baekje’s historical remains in Seoul, the 500-year-
long capital of Baekje.

Hangang River

Tomb No. 3 (Seoul National University, 1984)

Seokchon (meaning 'stone village'), 
where the royal tombs of Baekje are 
located in Seoul

한성백제 왕릉을 품은 돌마리, 석촌

Ancient Tombs in Seokchon-dong  21, Garak-ro 7-gil, Songpa-gu, Seoul
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Seoul Baekje Museum is conducting an excavation 
survey of Baekje’s stone mound tombs!

One side of Tomb No. 3 is the 
longest at 50.8 meters!
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Tomb No. 1

Tomb No. 4

Tomb No. 3



Located in between the 

stone mound tombs are pit 

burial graves that were dug 

into the ground. Wooden 

coffins and grave goods, 

such as pottery, were 

placed within the tombs.

Structure formed by connecting
stone mound tombs

Connected stone mound tombs

Stone mound tomb

Burial ritual section

Stones were stacked to form a square-shaped 
structure and a rounded earthen mound was 
piled within. The stone chambers have been 
demolished but their foundations remain intact. 
Gaya pottery discovered within the earthen layer at 
the lower section of Stone Mound Tomb No. 1 well 
demonstrates the exchange relationship that existed 
between Baekje and Gaya .

Prayers were offered for the tomb’s owner in the area where 
numerous pieces of roof tiles, pottery, gold accessories, and 
beads, believed to have been used during ancestral rituals, were 
unearthed. 

Discovered in the burial ritual areas associated with Tomb No. 1, 
4, 7 were numerous roof tiles and pottery dating to the fourth 
century, as well as cremated human bones. Further research on 
the introduction of Buddhism and cremation in needed, but the 
great volume of cremated bones unearthed from the Ancient 
Tombs in Seokchon-dong are an important discovery illustrating 
the change in royal burial practices that took place in the Baekje 
Kingdom.

유구배치도

Stone mound tombs

Burial ritual section

Pit burial grave

Another Baekje tomb in Seoul, hidden beneath the ground 

Stone Mound Tomb No. 1

Cremated 
bones

Bead
accessories

Gold jewelry
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Roof tiles

So Seo-no,

a Baekje figure

Seoul Baekje Museum began excavations on the 
Ancient Tombs in Seokchon-dong in 2015 and 
subsequently discovered the existence of previously 
unknown 'connected stone mound tombs'. 
The connected stone mound tombs are linked and 
extend in all directions, forming a large stone platform-
like structure.
It has been confirmed that Stone Mound Tomb No. 
1, located along the northern boundary of the stone 
platform-like structure, was constructed first and 
gradually extended southwards.
The width of the stone platform-like structure reaches 
100 meters, with Stone Mound Tomb No. 1 connected 
to Stone Mound Tomb A (excavated in 1987).
Connected stone mound tombs can be found 
alongside stone mound tombs that stand alone, such 
as Tomb No. 3.

Connected stone mound tombs, formed by 
linking large and small stone mound tombs
 that had been constructed by piling stone and earth

Pit burial grave

Gaya pottery


